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ACROSS
1 "This is really

confusing me"
14 Certain rating system
16 Bond document
17 No side
18 Buys for twins
19 He's a guest on "The

Dick Cavett Show"
with John Lennon in a
1994 movie

22 "Let's see first"
23 African region

including every
country bordering
the Mediterranean
(except Egypt)

26 Bit used in some
baklava recipes

30 They lead from the
kidneys to the
bladder

31 Try to get someone
to say something
incriminating,
perhaps

32 One may be going
into a mission

33 She has a "cherry ice
cream smile" in a
1982 new-wave hit

34 "Dollars to donuts..."
39 Character who

exhibits liquid
courage?

43 Moves like a breeze
44 Like some other solar

systems' stars
45 Name on the book

"The Grass Is Always
Greener Over the
Septic Tank"

46 First singer unsigned
by a label to have a
#1 song on the
Billboard charts
(1994)

47 Follower of some
awkward pauses

50 Make mention of,
with "to"

54 Intro to a brain
teaser

59 Jump after a loud
noise, say

60 Some primates have
them for climbing
and grabbing
branches

DOWN

1 Something said in
confidence

2 It's got the goods
3 OK word that's not

OK to some
grammarians?

4 What people doing
nothing may be at

5 Break from work that
isn't a vacation: Abbr.

6 Making business,
briefly

7 "Level playing field"
letters

8 The film "Office
Space" had its origins
in it, for short

9 Sweeping
10 Acid used in some art
11 Like a babe in the

woods
12 Publication whose

Twitter bio promises
"fresh perspectives
percolating in arts,
culture, politics &
spirituality"

13 One you want to
drive away

14 "Bit" of Scottish that
chops a double letter
off the English word

15 "Jeopardy!" and
"Wheel of Fortune"
could be played on it
in the '90s, for short

20 Bouteille à la _____
(French "message in
a bottle")

21 Jerry tells a TV
audience that
"there's no joking
about the financial
crisis" here, in a
"Seinfeld" episode

22 Consumable that did
not originate in the
locale in its name,
briefly

23 City-issued securities,
informally

24 Island whose main
economy for much of
the 20th century was
refining oil for a
nearby country

25 Much of what makes
your look

27 Ex-Olympic star who
lit the torch at the
1952 Helsinki
Olympics

28 Water craft whose
name can also be
spelled with a Q at
the end

29 Hit front to side
35 Cause of many small

skin ulcers, slangily
36 Feels like it
37 What people may

open to praise
38 In geometry, one

form of congruence
between triangles,
briefly

39 Names are often
spelled out in it, for
short

40 "In which", in a
phrase

41 Not as tall as one can
be?

42 George W.'s attorney
general

47 Interesting reactions
48 Regimen originally

intended to treat
epilepsy in children

49 Fool by playing a very
strong hand weakly,
as a poker opponent

51 Savory mousse
ingredient, informally

52 Man's name that
anagrams to an
external body part

53 In film, he said,
"Show me,
Grandfather... and I
will finish... what you
started"

55 Org. involved in
selecting the design
for D.C.'s Vietnam
Memorial

56 Ball up?
57 Where to find a

receiver: Abbr.
58 Robert Burns' "I _____

a Wife o' my Ain"


